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ABSTRACT

Aim
To systematically review evidence relating to clinical supervision for nurses, midwives and allied health professionals.

Background
Since 1902 statutory supervision has been a requirement for UK midwives, but this is due to change. Evidence relating to clinical supervision for nurses and allied health professions could inform a new model of clinical supervision for midwives.

Design
A systematic review with a contingent design, comprising a broad map of research relating to clinical supervision and two focussed syntheses answering specific review questions.
Data Sources

Electronic databases were searched from 2005 - September 2015, limited to English-language peer-reviewed publications.

Review Methods

Systematic reviews evaluating the effectiveness of clinical supervision were included in Synthesis 1. Primary research studies including a description of a clinical supervision intervention were included in Synthesis 2. Quality of reviews were judged using a risk of bias tool and review results summarised in tables. Data describing the key components of clinical supervision interventions were extracted from studies included in Synthesis 2, categorised using a reporting framework and a narrative account provided.

Results

Ten reviews were included in Synthesis 1; these demonstrated an absence of convincing empirical evidence and lack of agreement over the nature of clinical supervision. Nineteen primary studies were included in Synthesis 2; these highlighted a lack of consistency and large variations between delivered interventions.

Conclusion

Despite insufficient evidence to directly inform the selection and implementation of a framework, the limited available evidence can inform the design of a new model of clinical supervision for UK-based midwives.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

Why is this research or review needed?

- UK midwives currently receive statutory supervision but changes will soon separate its investigatory and developmental functions. The Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) will be responsible for regulation, leaving the opportunity to develop a non-regulatory framework for supervision which may be more effective in meeting the needs of practicing midwives.
- Existing models of clinical supervision currently used for nurses or allied health professionals may inform a framework of non-regulatory supervision for midwives.
- There is a lack of consensus over the nature of clinical supervision and how it can be optimally facilitated.

What are the key findings?

- An overview of reviews which explore effectiveness of clinical supervision demonstrates consensus that there is no convincing evidence of effectiveness and a lack of agreement over the nature of clinical supervision.
- A synthesis of descriptions of clinical supervision in primary research studies demonstrates that there is lack of consistency and large variations in what is delivered as supervision.
• There is insufficient evidence to directly inform the selection of a specific model, or way of delivering clinical supervision, to promote optimal outcomes for health practitioners and their clients.

How should the findings be used to influence policy/practice/research/education?

• These findings could be used to inform the development and implementation of a non-regulatory framework for clinical supervision in midwifery.
• Despite insufficient evidence to enable direct selection of a new framework from existing models, available information about intervention components could be used to inform the design of a new model of clinical supervision for UK midwives which should then be rigorously tested.
• Further systematic exploration of research evidence exploring perceived barriers and facilitators to clinical supervision should be carried out to assist decisions relating to future supervision of midwives in the UK.

INTRODUCTION

Clinical supervision is widely considered to be an integral part of good professional practice for healthcare practitioners (Bowers and Bottiglien 2007, Brunero and Lamont 2012, Buus et al. 2013, Gorge and Buus 2015, NHS 2013). While there is no universally accepted definition of the term clinical supervision, there is broad agreement over its purpose and objectives. For the purposes of this paper, clinical supervision is considered to be the facilitation of support and learning for healthcare practitioners enabling safe, competent practice and the provision of support to individual professionals who may be working in stressful situations. This reflects definitions from established texts:
a formal process of professional support and learning which enables individual practitioners to develop knowledge and competence, assume responsibility for their own practice and enhance consumer protection and safety in complex situations (DoH 1993).

Clinical supervision provides a route to developing and maintaining emotionally healthier individuals in an emotionally healthier workforce culture. Effective systems of clinical supervision can bring benefits not only to practitioners but also to the organisation and its clients (Bond and Holland 1998).

Internationally there are many frameworks, policies and procedures relating to the concept of clinical supervision, placing responsibility on individual professionals, managers, organisations or health care systems. Reported impacts of clinical supervision comprise benefits at all these different levels, although evidence relating to improved quality of care provided by professionals to individual clients or patients is rare (Bradshaw et al. 2007) and studies have been unable to demonstrate direct and significant benefits to patients (Watkins 2011; White & Winstanley 2010). Yet there is widespread consensus over the merits of clinical supervision, despite a lack of clarity over what clinical supervision is and little agreement about what constitutes a ‘good’ model of clinical supervision (Chilvers and Ramsey 2009, Evans and Marcroft 2015).

In this paper, evidence relating to the effectiveness of clinical supervision interventions is systematically synthesised and descriptions of clinical supervision interventions are derived from primary research evidence.
Background

Uniquely, in the UK there is a legal requirement for all midwives to receive regular supervision, but no similar statutory requirement for nurses or allied health professions. Participation in statutory supervision (i.e. supervision for which there is a legal requirement) has been an essential requirement for midwives in the UK since 1902 to maintain their registration to practice. Statutory supervision purports to provide a mechanism for both regulation of practice (including registration of midwives and investigation in cases of suggested mal-practice) and for support and guidance (including a review of the midwife’s practice and an assessment of educational needs). However it has been argued by some that there is a blurring of boundaries in the statutory supervision model and that regulation and support for a midwife cannot exist in the same model (Deery and Corby 1996, Stapleton et al. 1998).

The stated purpose of statutory supervision of midwives is to ‘protect women and babies by actively promoting a safe standard of midwifery practice’ (NHS 2015). Recently, following several enquiries into adverse events, a report from The King’s Fund (an independent charity working to improve health and health care in England, which aims to shape policy and practice through research and analysis: http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/) recommended the separation of the processes of supervision and regulation for midwives (Baird et al. 2015) with relevant changes to the law anticipated to be in place by early 2017 (NMC 2015).

The removal of the statutory requirement for supervision of UK midwives represents a significant change for the profession. The UK’s Nursing and Midwifery Council will continue to have responsibility for the regulatory aspects of supervision, but not aspects relating to professional and personal support (i.e. not clinical supervision). The current statutory supervision model has traditionally been considered to be essential for the
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
1. What is the evidence of effectiveness of clinical supervision interventions for nurses, midwives or AHPs?

2. What are the key components of clinical supervision interventions delivered in primary research studies to nurses, midwives and AHPs?

The protocol for this review has been published in the PROSPERO database (Pollock et al. 2015).

Design

A systematic review using a contingent design was carried out. Contingent designs comprise a cycle of research syntheses, conducted to answer defined research questions and assimilate evidence according to its relevance to a research question, rather than grouping studies according to whether they have a qualitative or quantitative research design (Sandelowski et al. 2006). The process of starting with a broad review question or aim can enable subsequent efficient syntheses focussed on narrower review questions (Gough et al. 2012). The planned contingent design therefore, comprised two stages: (1) mapping the evidence; and (2) synthesising evidence relevant to the two focussed research questions. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

The framework developed by Arksey and O’Malley (2005) provided a structured approach to both stages of the planned systematic review. This framework comprises 5 stages: clarifying and linking the purpose and research question (stage 1); balancing feasibility with breadth and comprehensiveness of the mapping process (stage 2); using an iterative team approach to selecting studies (stage three) and extracting data (stage four); incorporating a numerical summary and qualitative thematic analysis, reporting results and considering the implications.
of study findings to policy, practice, or research (stage five) (Arksey and O'Malley 2005, Levac et al. 2010). To ensure adherence to the ‘iterative team approach’ the review authors, who comprised experts in clinical supervision, midwifery and research methods, held regular team meetings throughout the review process. This iterative approach ensured that feasibility and timely completion of this review could be balanced with breadth and comprehensiveness.

**Search methods**

The electronic databases searched were: MEDLINE, CINAHL, EMBASE, AMED (Allied and Complementary Medicine Database), CDSR (Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews), DARE (Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effectiveness), CENTRAL (Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials), HTA (Health Technology Assessment Database), from 2005 until September 2015, limited to English language papers in peer-reviewed publications. Comprehensive search strategies were developed and adapted for use across databases, combining MESH and free text terms for keywords relating to profession (e.g. ‘nurse’, ‘midwife’, ‘allied health professional’) and supervision (e.g. ‘clinical supervision’ OR ‘professional supervision’) (see Table S1 for sample search string for CINAHL database). Boolean operators were used to maximise the penetration of terms searched and appropriate ‘wild cards’ used to account for plurals, variations in databases and spelling.
Search outcome

Selection criteria for inclusion in the broad map of research evidence were purposefully wide. To be eligible for inclusion studies had to be specifically focussed on clinical supervision, according to the pre-defined working definition (see Introduction). To ensure that included clinical supervision interventions were relevant to the UK, only studies based in Europe, North America or Australasia were eligible for inclusion. Any primary or secondary research studies, regardless of design, were eligible for inclusion, but letters, commentaries, expert opinion and non-peer reviewed studies were excluded.

Studies were excluded if they were exclusively focused on the supervisee only (for example, studies focussing only on resilience building), the supervisor role (for example, studies focussed specifically on processes or actions of the supervision), or education (that is, clinical supervision provided to those completing educational courses or programmes).

An audit trail of the search outcome was maintained, with details of included and excluded studies summarised in tables.

Quality appraisal

The quality of reviews included in synthesis 1 were assessed using the ROBIS tool (Whiting et al. 2016) and each review rated as being at low, high or unclear risk of bias, based on the responses to the ROBIS questions. The quality of primary research studies included in synthesis 2 were not systematically appraised, as this was not contingent with the aim of this synthesis, which was focused on providing a description of interventions (rather than synthesising or interpreting outcome data), however a judgement of the comprehensiveness
of the description of the intervention was applied using a pre-planned ‘traffic-light’ system.

The following definitions were used for this categorisation:

- ‘Green’ - comprehensive description of clinical supervision intervention, with few missing data. Details ought to be sufficient to facilitate replication.

- ‘Amber’ - Details of some areas of the clinical supervision intervention well reported, but absent for some areas. Details would not be sufficient to facilitate replication, but could be integrated into an intervention with similar characteristics.

- ‘Red’ - Few details provided and/or inadequate description of the clinical supervision intervention. Details would not be sufficient to facilitate replication of the intervention.

Judgment of comprehensiveness of reporting was done by one researcher and checked by a second researcher.

**Methods of selection of studies**

One member of the review team ran the search strategy and excluded any obviously irrelevant titles. Two review authors independently reviewed the abstracts of all remaining records, applying selection criteria to identify eligible studies. Full papers were obtained for all studies considered potentially relevant by at least one reviewer and were independently assessed by two reviewers. Any disagreements between reviewers were resolved through discussion. In accordance with the Arksey and O’Malley (2005) framework, discussion meetings were held to discuss the process of study selection following completion of abstract review, but prior to full paper review, to provide opportunities for discussion and review of
the inclusion criteria (Arksey and O'Malley 2005). Any agreed modifications to inclusion criteria were fully documented, with reasons provided, to ensure transparency in this process.

**Selection of studies for inclusion in synthesis 1:** For inclusion in synthesis 1 studies had to be specifically designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the clinical supervision intervention. Outcomes of interest were pre-stated as (but not limited to): measures of cost, numbers of complaints, number of staff sickness days, measure of staff retention and scales to assess perceived acceptability and usefulness. Selection of studies for inclusion in synthesis 1 was carried out through discussion between review authors.

**Selection of studies for inclusion in synthesis 2:** For synthesis 2, which aimed to synthesise descriptions of clinical supervision interventions, the comprehensiveness of the description of the clinical supervision intervention was judged using the previously described ‘traffic light’ system. Only studies judged to be ‘green’ or ‘amber’ were taken forward into synthesis 2.

**Data extraction**

**Synthesis 1:** Following consensus to focus on relevant reviews, recommended methods for overviews of reviews (or ‘umbrella reviews’) were adopted. These included ensuring that methods were in line with well-recognised high quality standards for systematic reviews of primary studies (Hartling et al. 2012) and including the essential elements for overviews of reviews including non-quantitative data (Aromataris et al. 2015). The characteristics of the 10 included reviews were systematically extracted, including aims, inclusion criteria, date of search, outcomes assessed, details of included studies, data synthesised, any effectiveness
data and review conclusion. Data were extracted by one of the review authors, using a data collection form specifically designed for this study.

**Synthesis 2:** The characteristics of the 19 included studies were systematically extracted, including country of study, study aims, study design and description of the clinical supervision. Data were extracted by one review author, using a data collection form specifically designed for this study.

**Synthesis**

**Synthesis 1:** Extracted data and ROBIS assessments for each review were combined in summary tables. Had the included reviews presented meta-analyses exploring the effectiveness of clinical supervision on any of our pre-stated outcomes of interest, we planned to summarise these pooled data in tables using recommended methods (Hartling et al. 2012, Smith et al. 2011).

**Synthesis 2:** Descriptions of key components of the clinical supervision intervention were systematically tabulated for each study using items from the TIDieR checklist (Hoffmann et al. 2014), to categorise descriptions under the following headings:

i) **BRIEF NAME** of model of clinical supervision and WHY it was selected.

ii) **WHAT** materials and procedures were used?

iii) **WHO** provided clinical supervision?

iv) **HOW** was clinical supervision provided?
v) WHERE was clinical supervision provided?

vi) WHEN and HOW MUCH clinical supervision was provided?

Information on tailoring, modifications and how well the clinical supervision was implemented was considered and relevant descriptions incorporated in the above categories. Differences and similarities between studies in each of these categories were explored.

RESULTS

Results of search

The results of the search are detailed in Figure 2. Eighty-six papers, which reported 47 primary studies (60 papers) and 26 reviews were included in the broad map of evidence.

Synthesis 1

Iterative discussion in accordance with the planned design (Arksey and O'Malley 2005) led to consensus that it was pragmatic and efficient to first consider whether the 26 reviews included in the broad map answered the research question in proposed synthesis 1.

Exploration of these reviews led to exclusion of 16 reviews (see Table S2 for reasons for exclusion and references for excluded reviews), leaving 10 reviews to be included in Synthesis 1 (Brunero 2008, Butterworth et al. 2008, Buus and Gonge 2009, Dawson et al. 2013, Dilworth et al. 2013, Ducat and Kumar 2015, Fitzpatrick et al. 2012, Francke and de Graaff 2012, Kleiser and Cox 2008, Pearce et al. 2013). Characteristics of these reviews are detailed in Table S3. Only 5 of these 10 included were judged to be a low risk of bias (using the ROBIS tool) and relevant to our review question (Buus and Gonge 2009, Dawson et al.
2013, Dilworth et al. 2013, Ducat and Kumar 2015, Francke and de Graaff 2012). Four of these included qualitative primary research studies in addition to quantitative studies (Buus and Gonge 2009, Dawson et al. 2013, Dilworth et al. 2013, Ducat and Kumar 2015, Francke and de Graaff 2012), while one included quantitative studies only (Francke and de Graaff 2012). None of the reviews pooled any data in meta-analyses; one review presented quantitative results data from individual studies (Francke and de Graaff 2012). All 5 reviews provided narrative descriptions of the results of the included primary studies.

Systematic exploration of the evidence from all reviews of clinical supervision (including those judged to be at high risk of bias) demonstrates clear consensus that there is lack of agreement over what clinical supervision is or how it should be performed and that there is no convincing empirical evidence to support clinical supervision for nurses, midwives and AHPs (NMAHPS). The reviews were also in general agreement that while there is some evidence of limited quality, which does suggest benefits associated with clinical supervision, this is conflicting and the evidence is low quality and poorly described.

Synthesis 2

The 47 primary research studies were all considered to potentially include relevant descriptions of clinical supervision interventions. Application of the ‘traffic light’ system to rate the comprehensiveness of the description of the clinical supervision intervention rated 3/47 as ‘green’, 16/47 as ‘amber’ and 28/47 as ‘red’. Table S4 summarises the study design, judgement of quality / comprehensiveness of description of clinical supervision and Table S5 describes the characteristics and lists citations for the 48 primary studies.
Thus 19 primary studies were judged to contain some details relating to the clinical supervision intervention. These included 4 randomised controlled trials (Bambling et al. 2006, Gonge and Buus 2015, Heaven et al. 2006, White and Winstanley 2010), one cohort study (Livni et al. 2012), 3 mixed methods studies (Dawber 2013, O’Connell et al. 2013, Turner and Hill 2011), 2 qualitative studies ((Brink et al. 2012, Cross et al. 2010), 5 survey/questionnaire-based studies (Bailey et al. 2014, Brunero and Lamont 2012, Buus et al. 2013, Evans and Marcroft 2015, Girling et al. 2009), 3 case studies or reports (Bowers and Bottiglieri 2007, Chilvers and Ramsey 2009, Cross et al. 2012) and one action research study (Bergdahl et al. 2011). The numbers of people participating in the studies was generally low (ranging from 2-87 supervisees) and were often poorly reported, with many studies describing the number of groups receiving supervision or the number of supervisors rather than number of supervisees.

Narrative description of key components

i) BRIEF NAME of model of clinical supervision and WHY it was selected.

There were several different named models of supervision cited with several studies referring to more than one named model. The most frequently cited model of supervision was Proctor’s model (Proctor 1987, 2000), with 8/19 studies specifically referring to Proctor’s Model (Bowers and Bottiglieri 2007, Brunero and Lamont 2012, Cross et al. 2010, Dawber 2013, Gonge and Buus 2015, Evans and Marcroft 2015, Turner and Hill 2011, White and Winstanley 2010). Models of reflective practice were cited by 3 studies (Chilvers and Ramsey 2009, Dawber 2013, White and Winstanley 2010), while other studies described ‘Working Alliance’ (Bambling et al. 2006), ‘Collegial group supervision’ (Brink et al. 2012), ‘Supervisory Alliance’ (Livni et al. 2012), models of ‘Hawkins and Shohet’ (Buus et al.
2013) and ‘Bandura’s social cognitive learning’ model (Heaven et al. 2006). Only 4/19 studies (Bergdahl et al. 2011, Cross et al. 2012, Girling et al. 2009, O’Connell et al. 2013) did not state a named model of clinical supervision or cite a supporting reference when describing the intervention. However, in the papers where specifically named models were cited, it was generally unclear how these models had an impact on the practical application of clinical supervision and why this particular model had been selected.

**ii) WHAT materials and procedures were used?**

Few studies provided a comprehensive description of the content of the sessions and how these were structured. Two of the studies specifically referred to the establishment of ‘ground rules’ at the start of the clinical supervision process (Bowers and Bottigien 2007, Turner and Hill 2011). Some studies either implicitly or explicitly described a process where a ‘problem’ or ‘issue’ was raised and then explored by the supervisee (Brunero and Lamont 2012, Cross et al. 2010, Cross et al. 2012, O’Connell et al. 2013). In general the descriptions provided in the study lacked clarity around the content and structure of the sessions.

In the majority of the studies (9/19) participation in clinical supervision was voluntary. In one study it was stated that participation was not mandatory, but that staff were ‘strongly advised to attend’ (Chilvers and Ramsey 2009), while in another it was mandatory for participants in one setting (ward) and voluntary in another (Buus et al. 2013). In two studies participation required consent for ethical reasons associated with the study design (Heaven et al. 2006, White and Winstanley 2010) and information was unclear or not stated in three studies.
There was very little information provided in the studies in relation to whether (or how) clinical supervision sessions were documented. Two studies stated that records or notes were kept by the supervisors (Cross et al. 2010, Livni et al. 2012), one mentioned minutes of meetings (Bowers and Bottiglien 2007) and two used standard forms to record the session (Chilvers and Ramsey 2009, Turner and Hill 2011).

**iii) WHO PROVIDED clinical supervision?**

Clinical supervision was facilitated by a range of different people, with very varied levels of experience in clinical supervision. Three main groups of people who provided or facilitated supervision were identified; these included (1) clinical supervision facilitator who had completed specialist training (Cross et al. 2010, Cross et al. 2012, Dawber 2013, Girling et al. 2009, O'Connell et al. 2013), (2) clinical NMAHPs who had attended some training (Bambling et al. 2006, Chilvers and Ramsey 2009, Evans and Marcroft 2015, Livni et al. 2012, White and Winstanley 2010) and (3) members of a group where the lead person, or facilitator, rotated between members (Bailey et al. 2014, Heaven et al. 2006, Bowers and Bottiglien 2007). Other people involved in facilitating clinical supervision were researchers (Buus et al. 2013, Gonge and Buus 2015) and line managers (Turner and Hill 2011). In one study clinical supervision was delivered jointly by two co-facilitators (Brunero and Lamont 2012).

The training provided to clinical NMAHPs comprised a 2-day university course tailored to the supervisor’s needs (Chilvers and Ramsey 2009) and a 4-day ‘residential, intensive, experiential’ course combining practical exercises with theory-based seminars (White and Winstanley 2010). Another study provided one training session and a manual, but all supervisors in this study had to have previously had at least 2 years’ experience of providing...
clinical supervision (Bambling et al. 2006). Three studies provided supervisors with a written manual, or handbook, detailing the role and functions of clinical supervision (Brunero and Lamont 2012, Buus et al. 2013, Gonge and Buus 2015).

iv) **HOW was clinical supervision provided?**

All clinical supervision interventions were delivered face-to-face. The majority of studies focussed on group supervision (12/19) (Bailey et al. 2014, Bergdahl et al. 2011, Bowers and Bottiglien 2007, Brink et al. 2012, Brunero and Lamont 2012, Buus et al. 2013, Chilvers and Ramsey 2009, Cross et al. 2010, Dawber 2013, Gonge and Buus 2015, O'Connell et al. 2013, White and Winstanley 2010). This was generally led by a facilitator, but occasionally is peer-led (Cross et al. 2010). Five studies delivered individual (one-to-one) supervision (Bambling et al. 2006, Cross et al. 2012, Girling et al. 2009, Heaven et al. 2006, Turner and Hill 2011), while 2 delivered a mixture of either group or individual (Evans and Marcroft 2015, Livni et al. 2012). Evans and Marcroft (2015) specifically planned to enable a range of different modes of delivery, stating that ‘A menu of 6 options was provided to enable supervision to be adaptable and tailored to individual staff & service needs’ (Evans and Marcroft 2015). In Livni et al. 2012 supervisors and supervisees were randomly allocated to either individual or group supervision conditions (Livni et al. 2012).

v) **WHERE was clinical supervision provided?**

The included studies were mainly carried out in Australia (8 studies: (Bailey et al. 2014, Bambling et al. 2006, Brunero and Lamont 2012, Cross et al. 2010, Cross et al. 2012, Dawber 2013, O'Connell et al. 2013, White and Winstanley 2010) and the United Kingdom (7 studies:

Clinical supervision was provided in a wide variety of different settings including hospital, community and emergency care settings. Six of the studies explored clinical supervision either in a mental health care setting (Bambling et al. 2006, Buus et al. 2013, Gonge and Buus 2015, White and Winstanley 2010) or to supervisees who were involved in the delivery of counselling services (Bailey et al. 2014, Livni et al. 2012). Clinical supervision was often provided to nurses (including registered nurses and midwives, health-care assistants, nurse managers) working in a range of settings including community / home-based services (Bergdahl et al. 2011, Bowers and Bottiglien 2007, Cross et al. 2012, Heaven et al. 2006), general or mixed hospital settings (Brunero and Lamont 2012, Dawber 2013, O'Connell et al. 2013), or specialist care settings (Chilvers and Ramsey 2009, Cross et al. 2010). Clinical supervision was also provided to clinical staff (including nurses and AHPs) in specific settings or locations (Evans and Marcroft 2015, Girling et al. 2009) and to ambulance nurses and technicians (Brink et al. 2012).

**vi) WHEN and HOW MUCH clinical supervision was provided?**

There was little evidence available regarding the frequency of participation in clinical supervision. The frequency of clinical supervision can be measured as the number of sessions conducted or, more specifically, as the number of sessions an individual nurse has attended (Gonge and Buus 2015). The frequency and duration of clinical supervision delivered in group or one to one sessions is summarized in Table 1. Group sessions were delivered
between once a week and every 8 weeks and varied between 45 minutes and 2 hours in length. One to one sessions varied from a 1 hour session once a fortnight, to a 1 hour session once every 3 months. One study reported a total of 12 hours supervision delivered as four ½ day sessions over a four week period (Heaven et al. 2006); in this study clinical supervision was delivered specifically with the aim of supporting transfer of communication skills training into clinical practice, potentially accounting for the greater duration of delivery.

Another study reported clinical supervision which occurred after each client (Bambling et al. 2006), but this was delivered in the context of a randomised controlled trial, with the aim of supporting adherence to a specific treatment protocol.

DISCUSSION

This systematic review has mapped research evidence relating to clinical supervision and synthesised evidence to address two clearly focussed research questions. In general the evidence relating to clinical supervision is of poor quality, confounded by absence of definitions and descriptions of clinical supervision. Despite the widespread acceptance that clinical supervision is beneficial to individuals, clients and organisations, there remains no convincing empirical evidence to support clinical supervision for nurses, midwives or allied health professionals. Exploration of the few available descriptions of clinical supervision in the primary research evidence highlights inconsistencies and large variations between facilitated interventions. There is insufficient evidence to inform the selection of a specific model, or way of facilitating clinical supervision, to promote optimal outcomes for health practitioners and their clients.
Implications for midwifery and clinical supervision in the UK

The midwifery profession is now in a unique position to be able to devise a model of clinical supervision that meets the needs of midwives in the UK. Although the findings of this review provide insufficient evidence to directly inform the selection of a clinical supervision model for midwives, information about intervention components relating to typology, processes and the role of the facilitator may help inform the design of a model of clinical supervision which can then be rigorously tested. Named models of supervision may inform development, but care must be taken to consider how such models have an impact on the practical application of clinical supervision. As there are a range of ways of delivering clinical supervision and no evidence of superiority of any specific method, incorporating several alternatives into a model may be advantageous in enabling tailoring to different settings and individual practitioners. Specification of the components of a new model and development of a handbook or manual may provide a practical way of ensuring clarity and may be a useful supplement to any training which is provided to those who will facilitate clinical supervision sessions. It will be essential to be clear about whether participation in clinical supervision sessions will be voluntary or mandatory, both as a supervisor or as a supervisee. Development of contracts between supervisors and supervisees, standard methods of record keeping and minimum criteria for attendance of individual midwives may all be important components.

Given that the new model will not have a regulatory function this presents the opportunity for a focus on bringing and reflecting on, issues from work in a safe and supportive, but challenging context. To provide optimal care to mothers and babies, midwives require adequate support and guidance; consequently there is a case that this new model should be predicated on relationship based care, ensuring that midwives do not suffer from the stresses that have become common in midwifery and enabling them to take care of themselves as well.
as mothers and babies. Effective clinical supervision is likely to require continuous learning and development for supervisors and supervisees, who will need to be committed to self-assessing their skills and competencies through reflection and review of their performance. Appropriate training and knowledge development, for both supervisors and supervisees, will arguably be essential to ensuring successful implementation of a new supervision process. To successfully develop and implement a national framework of clinical supervision for UK midwives each individual component of this complex intervention will need to be considered, with consideration of the context where it is to implemented and with collaboration from all relevant stakeholders.

**Strengths and limitations of the review**

The lack of consistent terminology relating to clinical supervision led to significant challenges associated with identification of relevant studies, which may have led to failure to identify and include some potentially relevant papers. However the large number of review papers identified and the clear consensus in their reported findings, does increase confidence that there were no key papers missing from this review. The conclusions reached in this systematic review are limited by the poor quality of evidence identified relating to clinical supervision. In synthesis 1 a recognised tool was used to assess the quality of evidence of the included reviews and a strength of this approach was the focus on the reviews which were judged to be at low risk of bias. In contrast, in synthesis 2 no assessment of the quality of the included primary studies was made, as quality was not considered relevant to the research question, which specifically focused on the description of the intervention, rather than on the study design or results. Despite this justification, the absence of quality assessment may have resulted in inclusion of data from studies which had study designs at high risk of bias.
Throughout this review, strategies were implemented to reduce the introduction of biases, including the use of two independent reviewers at all key stages of the study selection and data extraction and transparent reporting of judgements and decision making. The review authors did make several iterative decisions, potentially introducing bias into the review, but attempts were made to systematically document all iterative decision-making to minimise the limitations associate with this approach.

CONCLUSION

This systematic review of evidence relating to clinical supervision was undertaken to inform the development and implementation of a framework for clinical supervision in midwifery. While the review highlights the lack of high quality evidence relating to clinical supervision and concludes that this is insufficient to directly inform the selection and implementation of a new framework, the limited available evidence could be used to inform the design of a new model of clinical supervision for UK-based midwives. The absence of empirical evidence relating to the effectiveness of clinical supervision interventions and variations and inconsistencies in descriptions, definitions and what is implemented in clinical practice, provide no clear way forward in the identification of a replacement for statutory supervision for UK-based midwives. Yet clinical supervision is widely delivered and there are a considerable number of peer-reviewed papers where there are reports of the facilitation of clinical supervision for nurses, midwives and AHPs. The available evidence provides a range of options which could be considered during the development of a new model or framework for clinical supervision in midwifery in the UK. To further inform this development and implementation, systematic exploration of additional data, such as evidence relating to the
perceived barriers and facilitators to effective supervision and reports of current practice for other health professionals, is recommended.
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**TABLE 1: WHEN and HOW MUCH clinical supervision**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Frequency of clinical supervision</th>
<th>Duration of session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Bailey et al. 2014)</td>
<td>&quot;group would meet one evening per month&quot;</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bergdahl et al. 2011)</td>
<td>13 sessions with approximately 5 weeks between the sessions</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bowers and Bottiglien 2007)</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Brink et al. 2012)</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Brunero and Lamont 2012)</td>
<td>Fortnightly to monthly &quot;dependent on the clinical area&quot;</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Buus et al. 2013, Gonge and Buus 2015)</td>
<td>Three sessions: introduction (3 hours) followed 6 weeks later by two follow-up sessions (lasting one hour each)</td>
<td>Varied (manual described an intervention with three sessions: introductory session lasting three hours and, at about six weeks interval, two follow-up sessions lasting one hour each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chilvers and Ramsey 2009)</td>
<td>Every 8 weeks</td>
<td>Six sessions; length of session not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cross et al. 2010)</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>15 sessions, 1 hour length over 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dawber 2013)</td>
<td>Model 1 = alternated between fortnightly and monthly sessions. Model 2 = between fortnightly and monthly, based on perceived need. Model 3 =</td>
<td>Model 1 = 45 minutes. Model 2 = 1 hour. Model 3 = 1 hour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O’Connell et al. 2013)</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(White and Winstanley 2010)</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>45-60 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**One-to-one clinical supervision**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Bambling et al. 2006)</td>
<td>After each client (treated within a randomised controlled trial)</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cross et al. 2012)</td>
<td>Fortnightly</td>
<td>1 hour sessions, delivered over 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Girling et al. 2009)</td>
<td>Every 3 months</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Heaven et al. 2006)</td>
<td>Four ½ day sessions</td>
<td>Total of 12 hours, delivered over 4 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Turner and Hill 2011)</td>
<td>Usually monthly</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FIGURE 1: Systematic map of planned review design**

**Broad aim:** to inform the identification, development and implementation of a framework for clinical supervision in midwifery by exploring evidence relating to clinical supervision for NMAHPs

**Broad map:** research evidence relating to clinical supervision for NMAHPs (focus and design)

**Synthesis 1:** What is the evidence of effectiveness of clinical supervision interventions for NMAHPs?

**Synthesis 2:** What are the key components of clinical supervision interventions delivered within primary research studies to NMAHPs?

NMAHPs – **Nurses, midwives and allied health professionals**
FIGURE 2: Results of search and identification and inclusion of studies within 2 syntheses

**Broad map of evidence**
- 86 papers relating to clinical supervision:
  - **26 reviews**
  - **47 primary studies (reported in 60 papers):**
    - 22 surveys/questionnaires
    - 5 case reports
    - 5 mixed methods
    - 5 qualitative study
    - 5 clinical trial
    - 4 action research
    - 1 cohort study

**Synthesis 1**: Studies evaluating effectiveness of clinical supervision – 10 reviews included

**Synthesis 2**: Describing clinical supervision interventions – 19 studies included

Electronic search results – 2994 titles considered

Potentially relevant studies – 583 abstracts considered

Studies potentially meeting selection criteria – 143 full papers assessed

2411 obviously irrelevant results excluded

440 studies not meeting selection criteria excluded (with reasons)

57 studies not meeting selection criteria (with reasons)